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Engineering Innovation, Inc. is dedicated to providing cutting edge solutions that 
offer maximum postage savings, excellent service and support, and the best of class 
technology and engineering to our customers. 

EII combines more than 30 years of mailroom experience with over 20 years of postal 
automation design experience to develop solutions that work for mailers of all volume 
sizes and mail classes. EII’s systems combine the best data capture with the finest 
parcel transport (including polybags) in the industry. Our software, as reported by 
current users, “is second to none!”

EII’s parcel solutions include the revolutionary EZ-WorkDesk and EZ-Parcels systems 
which rapidly process parcels for induction and routing. EZ-WorkDesk provides quick 
parcel induction capabilities with the lowest initial investment The EZ-WorkDesk 
integrates data conversion tools to capture information from multiple platforms and 
warehouse management system environments to generate shipping labels on demand. 
Our latest is the EZ-Parcels Modular Parcel Solution (MPS) that provides custom-off-the-
shelf options to perfectly fit your needs. The EZ-Parcels MPS can feature barcode and 
OCR reading, weighing, dimensioning, RFID, label application, and comes in a variety of 
speed ranges to meet the end users’ needs and budget. This solution can be customized 
to fit the needs of each company due to the modular design. EZ- Parcels MPS is ideal 
for Outbound Processing, Data Capture, Parcel Induct, and Logistics companies.

In line with EII’s commitment to provide the mailing industry with cost effective 
solutions for maximizing postage savings, these systems open up new savings/revenue 
opportunities for fulfillment, consolidators, returns package processing, mailers, and 
shippers. All equipment includes options for Wide Area Barcode Reader, UMove Move 
Update processes, processing International Mail, and Inbound Mail. We compliment 
these great products by providing hardware and software service after the sale designed 
to ensure our customer’s success.

This fall, EII will be celebrating its 10th anniversary of providing innovative and cost 
effective automated parcel solutions. EII has grown from a start-up of three guys in 
2006 to a diverse and skilled team of more than 60 employees in 2016, and we look 
forward to many years of continued growth as we keep pace with the dynamic letter and 
parcel industry.


